Cut forty-nine (49) 6” squares of colorful light and dark cotton fabrics.

Assemble the squares into a pleasing design: 7 down/7 across.

Using ¼” seams, sew the rows together: 7 rows across, 7 rows down, approximately 40” x 40”.

Press seams as needed.

Cut low loft batting and backing 44” x 44”.

Layer the top with batting and back fabric and sew diagonally across the squares.

Cut off excess batting and back fabrics to square the quilt before sewing on binding.

Cut binding four (4) 2 ½” WOF, sew together, press in half and machine sew onto quilt.

Make a quilt at home or with your sewing group!
Join us Thursday’s monthly as the RMHC volunteer quilt divas gather to “sewalize.” Can’t sew? We will teach you! Contact Nora Kelly, Volunteer Quilt Program Coordinator, for dates and locations of monthly sessions. norakel@fuse.net or 513-353-1958